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Windows is an operating system by Microsoft that helps in the operation of PCs efficiently and
effortlessly. Microsoft believes in renovating constantly and in this attempt keeps on adding
enhanced features to Windows so as to maintain its leading position in the software market. Adding
to a list of expediency, Microsoft has not only pioneered superior traits but has also offered with an
all-inclusive help system.  This help and support feature in Windows not only provides a broad and
meticulous information on how to use Windows but also provides assistance by displaying answers
from Microsoft on the concerned issues in front of an user.

The Windows Help and Support window integrates three links in the Not Sure Where to Start
section:

â€¢	How to get Started with the Computer

â€¢	Learn about Windows Basics

â€¢	Browse help Topics

Further, the Windows Help and Support window includes a Search Help text box that can be utilized
by the user to search for particular topics. The computer is a complex device that can sometimes
pose problems ot the common en users regarding its usability. In such situations the Windows
support software has the ability to come in rescue of these users form destroying the computer by
testing their own capacity to fix the system. The windows support system helps to reduce the need
to visit the technician for the smallest of the requirements to mend a computer system. The most
common issues related to a computer that often disturb the users along with their potential solution
are listed below:

â€¢ PC is running low on virtual memory message

â€¢ Increase the size of the virtual memory on the PC

â€¢ Add more RAM to computer

â€¢ Windows sliding off the desktop

â€¢ Click Move.

â€¢ Missing Taskbar

PC support tools can be used for a quite a few purposes, including recuperating lost/forgotten
passwords, scrutinizing the quantity of room that particular programs/files utilize, and even
eliminating redundant items from the registry. Three of the most helpful Windows support tools are
listed below.

1. CCleaner

CCleaner examines the registry for distinguishing the existence of incongruities. This tool can be
used for eliminating all superfluous and replacement items, including malware. A registry cleaner
can facilitate in humanizing the safety and swiftness of a computer.
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2. Active@ Password Changer

This windows support tool can be employed for retrieving lost or forgotten passwords. With Active@
Password Changer, one gets the alternative of penetrating multiple hard drives as well as Security
Accounts Manager databases. A trial version of this software is available to use without a fees

3. Sysinternals' Process Explorer

This is a free windows support tool that can be utilized for shaping the handles as well as the DLLs
courses that are currently active/open. This tool can be employed for trailing data and finding any
possible concerns on the base of reminiscence treatment/ outmoded software.
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Steve Beaker - About Author:
My all articles are based on my experience in a  tech support industry. There are many no's of
technical support companies in worldwide. Due to competition in IT tech support industry, everyone
should know about a  computer support tech company and what tech support are they provides.
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